Getting Started

1. Charge neosgps at least 4 Hours
2. Power On
3. Select Unit
4. Get GPS Signal
5. Start Riding
6. Stop Riding
7. Power Off

Settings

A. 12h or 24h

B. Altitude

C. Bike 1 or Bike 2

D. GPS

E. SYNC

F. Delete

G. Odometer

Install neosgps

Mount neosgps to the Bike

Upload Trips

- Power on your neosgps
- Enable Bluetooth
- Sign up Neostrack App
- Tap BT Sync to Pair & Upload

rotate crank and wheel a few times to wake sensors up. The sensors can only be paired when they are awake, or they would go back to sleep to preserve power.

set tire size for correct speed value.

<8h, >8h, >16h, >24h works only when the storage is less than 8h, 16h, 24h.

refer to user manual for tire size.